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A PROBLE~1 OF AM~l\JNITIO RATIONING

At each time, s=0,1,2, ... there is a possibility that with
probability p a bomber will be overhead. 1\ defender has a stockpile
<If n units of ammunition. If m, m~n, of these are fired at a bomber,
then it will he Clestroyed with probability (l-cf1), O<a<l.

Tne objective is to maximize the probability that
<l r rivi "'1 within the first t time instants are destroyed.
notation, the rlynamic programming equation is

all bombers
In an obvious

P(n,O) ~ 1, and P(n,t) = (l-p)P(n,t-l) +p max (l-am)P(n-m,t-l)
O~m~n

';1,," following is an intuitively reasonable conjecture.

Conjecture. The optimizing m(n, t) in the above is snch that

( 1\ )

(B)

m(n,t)
m(n, t)

is non increasing in t, and
is nondecreasing ln n.

Kinger anrl Brown (1968) and Samuel(l970) have proved (A).

j':xtensive numerical calculation has found no counterexample to (B).

Ilowever, (13) remains unproved. There are some interesing variations.

f\ Cont inuous Version: I30mbers pass overhead
nr r"t,t' 1. 111e stockpi le of ammunition is x.
destroys the bomber with probabilit.y l-e- Y.

in a Poisson process
Firing an amount y~x

The DP equation is

v( x, t.) = max (l-e- Y ) {e- t + fa e-sV(x-y,t-s) ds).
O<y~x

\~" conject.ure that y( x, t) is nondecreasing in x.

i\ I)i fferent Objective: Suppose we wish to maximize over an infinite
horizon the expecte,j time until a bomber is first missed. The Dr
pr!u;ltion is T(n) = lip + max(l-am)T(n-m). Surpr-isingly, rn(n) __
Wlt monotone in n, since for a=O.5 we find m(9)=3, m(lO)=4. rdll)=;,
<,,(12) =4. nut we C')lljecture that m(x) is nondecreasiny in x ",..hen -:'-,e
illnPlllnition stockpile x is given ~ continuous morlel.

11 Sufficient Condition for (B): It is e"sy to check that (B) '''Ol:~;

follow if P(n,t:)!P(n+l,t) could be sho",m to he non(]ecreasin'] in::.
We conjecture this is tr:ue if t is continuous, But if tis rliscrete
("s in the original statt:ment of the problem) we fi.n,'] P(14,3)!P(15,3)

P(13,3)/p(J4,3), for p=O.54 and a=O.65.

1. am grateful to Sheldon Ross for tRllill'J me about this prohle:-',
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There is a misprint. This should have been p=0.64.
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As an interesting historical note we observe that at the time of this paper, computers were not power enough to allow one to explore this conjecture. With computers of just a few years later it became extremely easy to see that this conjecture is false.




